
MAXLUPE5

Compact and mobile

The bestseller MAXLUPE is the smallest stationary 
reading system for people with special needs in 
vision. With only 730 g, MAXLUPE can be easily 
put anywhere to serve the user to read text or   
look at coloured photos. An improvement is the  
new Li-Ion battery technology, which offers an 
extended operating time of approx. 2.5 hours  
of continuous use. The batteries can be easily 
replaced by the user himself. 
The user of the new MAXLUPE can also benefit 
from the new integrated writing stand when doing 
crosswords, signing letters or making notes. 
With only two control buttons MAXLUPE is easy to 
operate for anybody who prefers a small stationary 
and multifunctional reading device.

Your benefits
 ► only 730 g for easy carrying
 ► continuous zoom from approx. x2.7-x20  
to reach all required magnification levels
 ►  replaceable batteries; integrated writing stand; 
optimized true colours 
 ►      ergonomic due to the inclinable flat screen 
 ► easy to operate due to only two control buttons

Optimised  
for you 

 ►  replaceable Li-Ion battery
 ►  increased magnification  
level for reading
 ►  weight reduced 
by almost half 
 ► extended operating time
 ►  integrated writing stand



MAXLUPE5

fold out the stand with 
a push of a button

replaceable recharge-
able lithium-ion battery

5,8“ TFT-monitor
TFT-monitor is inclinable
saves up to three screenshots

bag with shoulder strap

integrated fold out writing stand
power supply with adapters  
for worldwide usage

rechargeable Li-Ion battery
operating time:  
approx. 2.5 hours; by continuous use  
charging time: approx. 3.5 hours

reading: approx. x6.5 - x20
writing: approx. x2.7 - x7.2

full colour mode
semi-colours:  F  F  F  F  F

letters, books, photos, catalogue, 
account statement, newspaper

bank transfer, letter, crossword,  
holiday greetings

Technical Data

weight approx. 730 g
W x H x D approx.  
162 x 68 x 109  mm

optional: 
additional rechargeable battery
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